PROTECT MAUNA KEA

I was born and raised on the island of Oahu, and moved to San Diego a few weeks after my 18th Birthday. I have always had a deep spiritual connection to my birthplace and Aina, but it wasn’t until I moved to the mainland that I truly found the appreciation I have for my homeland.

I am proud to be a Native Hawaiian/Kanaka Maole. And as such we hold our lands sacred, as did the majority of humans before western imperialism. To desecrate mother nature and land anywhere on our beautiful earth is a travesty. We are born as US Citizens as well, and it makes me sick to think that we as a people (not just Native Hawaiians and Island People), who have so much refuse to realize the cost of our lifestyles. This is important when understanding our plight to not further destroy our beautiful Aina. How much will we sacrifice for “science” and financial gain? That is a question we all must ask ourselves as individuals. All of this earth we share, and without integrity we will continue to destroy what ultimately keeps us alive. Mauna Kea isn’t just a Hawaiian movement, it is a movement for all people. This is a movement for being Pono and making a stand, that anyone with Character can appreciate.

I will say that above all else, it is time for us as a species to make a stand for the Aina... for our mana... and for our future generations... because without these values and resources we are as good as dead.

Please let’s do this for our children...

Alohas!

Vincent Mossman
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